CIRCULAR

It has been observed that in the recent years there has been a spurt in demand for admissions in Govt. schools, as a result of which the enrolment of students in Govt. Schools has gone up very high. On the other hand, it has been found that enrolment of students in some of the Govt. Aided Schools has gone down. The available infrastructure of these Govt. aided schools is not being optimally used. In order to make optimal use of the available infrastructure in these schools, a decision has been taken that Govt. Aided schools with low enrolment should also be covered in the Admission Plan 2010-11. Students appearing in Open Admission test for classes VI – IX will be given option for admission in these Government Aided schools also. Hence, all the Heads of Govt. Aided schools are directed to fill the enrolment in respect of each class of their school and fix the saturation point (Maximum Capacity) class wise by 28/02/10. Link for the same is available in the student Module.

DDEs/EOs are requested to ensure that Heads of all Govt. Aided Schools under their jurisdiction fill the saturation point by the due date positively.

This issues with the prior approval of the Competent Authority.

(Dr. Afshan Yasmin)
Assistant Director of Education (Act)

Copy to:–

1. All RDs
2. All DDEs
3. The O.S. (IT) with the request to upload this on the website of the Department.
4. PS to DE for information.

(Dr. Afshan Yasmin)
Assistant Director of Education (Act)